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CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
AT MEDINE

HELLO
FROM FMH!

Over the years, Fondation Medine Horizons has successfully woven close
networking relationships with private and public institutions, non-governmental
organisations and civil society. Since its inception, the foundation has been
supporting its own projects as well as close to 200 external social projects
within the Western region.
In 2006, we established Fondation
Medine Horizons (FMH) with a view
to channelling Medine Group’s support
for the social growth of vulnerable
groups living in Medine’s catchment
area. This area extends from Chebel
to Yemen, goes up to Henrietta and
includes the suburbs of the towns
of Vacoas, Beau Bassin and Rose Hill.
Three priority zones, namely education,
housing and environment, have been
earmarked as requiring the Group’s
involvement with a view to enabling
the sound development and social
inclusion of the overall communities
living within Medine’s catchment area.
The mission of Fondation Medine
Horizons is not only to support
the population of the region in

attaining an improved quality of life:
FMH also aims to bring about effective
concertation
and
collaboration
among the social actors of the region.
FMH’s own actions are guided by
Medine Group’s strong belief that
development is effectively sustainable
only if it is also inclusive. The Group’s
integrated development plan for its
catchment area therefore articulates
itself around the promotion of longterm partnerships with employees,
government collaborators, private
enterprises and the civil society
of the region.
In January 2019, Fondation Medine
Horizons set up its new centre to
welcome the different groups it
interacts with, namely people of the
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community of the western region,
and in particular the most vulnerable
ones; NGOs operating in the Group’s
catchment area as well as the Group’s
employees. Since its inception, the
foundation has been supporting
its own projects as well as close to
200 external social projects within
the Western region.

Guianella (Greta) Marie-Louise
Fondation Medine Horizons
Coordinator

Céline Guillot-Sestier
Head of Group Communications
and CSR
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Jonathan Arsene
CSR Assistant

FONDATION
MEDINE HORIZONS’
PHILOSOPHY
ACT, GIVE AND FUND…

VISION

This formula sums up the Group’s
philosophy for its Foundation’s
commitment and action as well
as its employees’ voluntary
participation in solidarity and
collaborative
projects
with
individuals and groups of the
region. Through the Medine’s
Group ACT, GIVE, FUND
philosophy, FMH wishes to call
out to the sense of solidarity
to support and to bring some
relief to the most vulnerable
members of society in the
Medine’s catchment area. In
this context, Medine Volunteers
and other stakeholders are
called upon for goods donations,
financial support and to engage
in activities for the benefit
of
vulnerable
communities
in priority of the West region.

The Medine Group strongly
believes
that
sustainable
development is inclusive and
relies on collaborative forces.

CATCHMENT AREA
From Chebel to Yemen including Henrietta
and suburbs of Rose Hill

OUR PRIORITIES
RIVIERE
DU REMPART

Education | Housing | Environment

MISSION
We sustainably develop the
heritage of the west coast of
Mauritius to help the Mauritian
society grow by implementing
and supporting actions based on
effective strategies.

BENEFICIARIES
Vulnerable groups | Community

PAMPLEMOUSSES
PORT
LOUIS

FMH
Head Quaters
Flic en Flac
UNICITI

RIVIERE
NOIRE

Le Morne
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FLACQ

Quatre
Bornes

Rose Hill

MOKA

Phoenix
Vacoas

Curepipe

Tamarin
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Beau
Bassin

PLAINES
WILHEMS

Mare
aux Vacoas

GRAND
PORT

Aéroport
International
SSR
SAVANNE

MEDINE VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS

In addition to its voluntary financial contributions, the Group promoted
numerous in-kind donations and volunteering actions to support local NGOs,
associations and vulnerable groups of its catchment area.
These included:
FONDATION MEDINE
HORIZONS NEW
HEADQUARTERS

26%
MUR

10.1m

Education
Environment

THROUGH FMH

Admin*

13%

61%

*Admin costs increased up to 26% in 2018-19, as they account all costs related
to the implementation and inauguration of the Fondation Medine Horizons new social centre.
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Fondation Medine Horizons Centre as operating base.
In January 2019, the Fondation Medine Horizons set up its new
headquarters in a lovely little house in Bambous. The objective: to
create a space to welcome its stakeholders such as the local citizens,
NGOs etc. to meet and exchange ideas but also establish an operating
base for all actions undertaken by the Medine Group’s foundation.
The new headquarters of the Fondation Medine Horizons
were inaugurated on February 14, 2019 in the presence of the
Honourable Alain Wong, Minister of Social Integration and Economic
Empowerment and Thierry Sauzier, CEO of Medine Group.
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MEDINE VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS (CONT’D)
EDUCATION
Medine Excellency scholarships. Medine has provided
20 deserving young Mauritians who have produced great
academic performance but who are financially restricted,
with access to top-notch higher education programmes
from Uniciti Education Hub. Those youngsters come
from challenging social backgrounds and are given
the opportunity to study at the renowned institutions
affiliated with Uniciti Education Hub.

ENVIRONMENT
Employees’ children scholarships.

Employees’ children scholarships.
Since 2013, Medine has been
allocating scholarships to the children
of its employees who show keen
interest in their studies by producing
great
academic
performance.
This financial assistance covers
education-related expenses such as
the purchase of books and school
materials,
uniforms,
registration
fees and support courses. Fifteen
youngsters benefited from these
grants in 2018/19, of which seven are
newly enrolled students.

La
Promenade
de
Medine.
This 5-acre green park located
in Bambous, created in 2010,
is an extensive green space along
with barbecue facilities and children’s
play area that offer to the inhabitants
of the locality a place of leisure in
connection with nature.
Plantons
100,000
arbres.
The Medine Group supported
this initiative by sponsoring plants.
The aim of this project, which
is since targeting 200,000 trees,
is to fight against global warming
by planting thousands of trees all
around Mauritius.

La Promenade de Medine.

Awareness campaign ‘Nou Park
Nou Zanimo’. As part of the
International Animal Day celebrated
in October 2018, Casela engaged
in a series of activity featuring the
life of the animals in the park, as
well as educating the public about
the
importance
of
protecting
and respecting the animals.

Employees’ children scholarships.
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The public also discovered the ‘Five
Freedoms of Animal Welfare’ on
which the philosophy of the park
is based on: Freedom from hunger
and thirst, discomfort, pain, injury or
disease, fear and distress and freedom
to express normal behaviour.

MEDINE VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS (CONT’D)
LAND AND BUILDING FACILITIES
Medine also provides land and/ or buildings to several
NGOs at a significant discount, or for a token gesture.

Association Kinouete.

NEW PROJECTS
•

Ecole
de
photographie.
A building located next to the
Fondation Medine Horizons
premises in Bambous was fully
renovated for the school during
the financial year 2018/19 by
Medine. The school is welcoming
children from the region,
including underprivileged ones,
to awaken and train them to art
and photography.

ON-GOING PROJECTS
•

Local Hands occupies a building
at Rue Dragon in Bambous on a
land of 215m2, where it carries
out its handicraft project, thereby
enabling Mauritian craft workers
to derive income from traditional
handicraft techniques.

•

General Construction Co. Ltd
has setup a social centre run
by, and for, inhabitants of
the locality, on a 400m2 plot
of land at Avenue Folles
Herbes,
Bambous.
Daily
breakfast is distributed to the
children of the locality before
they attend school.
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•

Association Kinouete operates
from a container situated at
Palma on a 728m2 plot of
land, offering counselling and
social reintegration services to
ex-detainees (especially women).

•

École Familiale de l’Ouest was
allocated in September 2013,
a 15-year lease for a plot of
land of an extent of 1,103m2
at Eaux Bonnes, Bambous,
to build a school to provide
an alternative means of education
for vulnerable children who are
outside the local mainstream
education system.

•

•

The
Mauritian
Wildlife
Foundation
was
given
a
20-year mandate (valid till 2033)
to manage the biodiversity of
the Mondrain nature reserve,
situated on the crest of the
Vacoas Ridge overlooking the
Magenta valley in Black River.
Association for the Welfare
of Orphans and Handicapped
Children (AWOHC) occupies a
777m2 portion of land at Eaux
Bonnes,
Bambous,
where
it runs a day-c.are centre
for handicapped children.

•

Groupe Elan occupies two
20,852m2 portions of land
in Chebel. The Group sets up
agricultural projects to help
towards the rehabilitation of
ex-detainees.

•

Fondation pour l’Enfance Terre De Paix continues to
operate a special needs school
and a youth shelter at Albion,
providing childcare facilities
to those with family issues.
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Mondrain nature reserve.

MEDINE VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS (CONT’D)

Painting of games on New Bambous
(Geoffroy) Government School’s playground.
Some 15 students of Uniciti Education Hub
teamed up with the FMH on March 2, 2019 for
a creative paintwork within the New Bambous
(Geoffroy)
Government
School.
Colourful
games were painted on the floor with the aim
to stimulate the creativity and development of
the schoolchildren, while encouraging a physical
activity in the open-air.

ACT. GIVE. FUND AND MEDINE
VOLUNTEERS PROGRAMMES
Medine Volunteers’ programme
was established several years ago
by Fondation Medine Horizons and is
part of Medine Group’s initiatives
to implement one of its core
principles, notably that sustainable
development can only be effective
if it is geared by an inclusive and
collaborative approach.

Christmas celebration at Caritas Saint Sauveur, Bambous.

Volunteering activities initiated in 2018/19 by the FMH are:

EDUCATION

This is evidenced by the joint actions of Fondation
Medine Horizons and Medine Volunteers, which,
on a near-monthly basis, bring together the foundation’s
team and the Group’s employees to act, give or fund
social activities that are also financially supported
by the Group.

Christmas celebration with the children of Caritas
Bambous. In December at the St. Matthew’s Centre
of Bambous, a Christmas celebration was organised
with 57 employees of the Group to sponsor 57 children
of Caritas Saint Sauveur, Bambous. Each participating
employee was given a godchild, to whom he/she offered
a gift. Furthermore, over forty of these employees
attended the Christmas event and handed off personally
their gifts to their respective godchild. In addition
to the exchange of gifts and to the refreshments
and treats shared, the children who had prepared some
songs and a dance, had the opportunity to each hang
a Christmas ball personalized with their name
to the Christmas tree.

The volunteering programme is also extended to Medine
Group’s partners.
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Painting of the outside wall of New Bambous
Government school. End of March 2019,
the pupils and students of Uniciti Education
Hub combined their efforts to embellish the wall
of a school in the region of Bambous as part of
their commitment to education and environment,
thanks to the collaboration between Uniciti
Education Hub and Fondation Medine Horizons,
with the financial support of Uniciti.
The New Bambous GS also contributed to this
activity by organising a drawing contest among its
pupils during the month of March on the theme
of environmental preservation. At the end of the
competition, three drawings were selected to
be part of the global paintwork prepared by the
students of Uniciti Education Hub.
The school also prepared and cleaned the wall
for painting. Firstly, some forty students from
Form III of Westcoast International Secondary
School painted the basic white layers required for
the paintwork. Another forty students of Uniciti
Education Hub, with the help of the pupils from
New Bambous GS, then drew the fresco.
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Painting of games.

Wall painting.

MEDINE VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS (CONT’D)
ACT. GIVE. FUND AND MEDINE
VOLUNTEERS PROGRAMMES (CONT’D)

Creation of a new green and safe
space at Albion Government School.

Help to Albion Government School.

Embellishment Works for Caritas Centre d’Éveil.

Donation of school materials.
Through donations from employees
of Medine, shoes, school bags,
water bottles, school kits, notebooks,
folders, binders, caps, coloured
pencils or USB sticks were collected
and distributed in November 2018 to
some thirty primary school children
from the village of Albion and forty
or so students of Bambous State
Secondary School (Boys).

Embellishment Works for Caritas
Centre d’Éveil, Saint Sauveur,
Bambous. In April 2019, Caritas
Centre d’Éveil of Saint Sauveur
premises - an early childhood
awakening centre managed Caritas,
which welcomes daily 26 two-year
old children - were revamped. Fifteen
Medine Volunteers enthusiastically
tackled the repainting of the nursery,
prior to redesigning its reading corner
and revamping the whole space with
a multitude of new toys - offered by
Fondation Medine Horizons, as well
as generously donated by Medine
Group employees. In the meantime,
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the 26 two-year old children of
the Centre d’Eveil were visiting
Casela NatureParks under the joint
supervision of the park’s volunteering
personnel and their own educators.
When the children and their educators
came back from their excursion at
Casela World of Adventures, parents
joined in to discover together
the embellished and boosted
Centre, whilst sharing in a convivial
snack-time with the Group’s team,
around an offer of refreshments and
mini-pastries.

Help to Albion Government
School. Some thirty employees of the
Medine Group were gathered at end
of May 2019 to give a helping hand
at Albion Government School so as
for the staff and the children as well
as their parents to see in the school
a motivating space where education
can keep blooming. The activities
scheduled for the day were firstly
the creation of a new green and safe
space - banana trees, vegetables,
grass as well two shade trees were
planted on a newly earth filled space
for the benefit of the children. Some
volunteers also painted games on
the interior school playground while
others reorganised the library –
Medine donated bookshelves for a
suitable organisation and storage
of books.
Some soccer balls, a new photocopy
machine, dustbins for the classrooms
and a fridge were also donated to
the school by Medine Group to help
them better operate.

On that activity day, 111 pupils and
the school staff had the opportunity
to discover Uniciti, the Medine
Smart city through a presentation at
the sports centre, SPARC, followed
by a full day visit at Casela World
of Adventures financed by Uniciti.
School fees. Twenty-five employees
have renewed their contributions
to the school fees of some 30 students
of Ecole Familiale de l’Ouest, an NGO
supported by the FMH since 2008
for the empowerment of youngsters
aged between 13 and 18 years old.
Donation
by
Westcoast
International Secondary School.
Around 10 students of Westcoast
International Secondary School have
donated, in the name of the school,
some clothes, school materials and
non-perishable goods to the pupils
of pre-primary school “Pitila Petzi”
which is supported by the FMH since
3 years.
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MEDINE VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS (CONT’D)
ACT. GIVE. FUND AND MEDINE
VOLUNTEERS PROGRAMMES (CONT’D)

World Clean-Up Day 2018. For
the World Clean-Up Day 2018, the
Medine Group gathered over a
hundred employees from different
Business Units of the Group
to remove and sort out waste left out
on two particularly polluted areas, the
A3 road at the southern entrance of
Bambous and around La Valette. 12
tons of waste was picked up, general
waste were collected by the Waste
Service of the Black River District
Council, while plastic bottles (PET)
and aluminium cans were sent to the
“Mission Verte” recycling bins.

12

tons

of waste were picked up.

World Clean-Up Day 2018.

Independence Day celebrations:
Planting Day. For the Independence
Day celebrations, the Medine Group
gathered some sixty employees from
all Medine Group business units
in March 2019, for a tree-planting
operation in Beaux-Songes village –
the objective being to plant some forty
trees on that day and create a rocky
garden to enhance the landscape
of the location. Led by Fondation
Medine Horizons and organised
in collaboration with the Landscaping
department of the Agriculture cluster,
this
corporate
initiative
bears
a two-pronged finality: participate
in world efforts to protect the Earth
against global warming and create
a landscaped space that will enhance
the appeal of the place, not only
for Beaux-Songes inhabitants, but
also for the numerous drivers using
the busy roadway running through
the village.
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Planting Day.

GIVE PROJECT
Give Boxes. Since February 2019,
the Fondation Medine Horizons
has launched the GIVE project to
promote a circular economy by
way of collecting and redistributing
donations received from partners
and
Medine’s
employees.
To facilitate collection, boxes have
been placed across the Group’s
various departments, in companies
operating in Uniciti Office Park and
in the institutions of Uniciti Education
Hub. Donations can take the form
of clothes, accessories, furniture
items, utensils and other objects –
either new or used items in good
shape, that people are willing
to give away to persons living in
economic precariousness in Medine’s
catchment area. Fondation Medine
Horizons’ team then redistributes
these donations to persons whom
they have identified as being genuine
needy cases.

Give Boxes initiatives.

Launched the give project to promote
“ FMH
a circular economy by way of collecting
and redistributing DONATIONS.

It is worth mentioning that Medine’s
example has triggered a positive
ripple effect among the public
at large as FMH has noted that,
over and above the kilos of clothes
received from Medine’s employees in
just a few months, numerous citizens
have started bringing their own
contributions to Fondation Medine
Horizons’ premises in Bambous.
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“

ENVIRONMENT

Through
the
‘GIVE’
initiative,
four boxes of clothes and other
materials were distributed to the
beneficiaries of Caritas Saint Sauveur,
Bambous in April 2019. In June
2019, 6 fully-filled boxes were given
to inhabitants of Cité La Ferme
and
the
surrounding
through
the NGO Centre d’Amitié and 3
boxes of non-perishable goods
were distributed to 3 schools
of the Medine’s catchment area.

actions speak

louder than words.
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“

“

CSR LEVY
CONTRIBUTIONS
ENVIRONMENT

2%
15%
MUR

1.7m

OF CSR LEVY
CONTRIBUTIONS

18%
4%

55%

6%

Education

Socio-economic
Development

Sport & Art

Environment

Health

Admin
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In addition to the above-mentioned
projects and after the payment
of the 50% levy to the NCSR
Foundation,
Fondation
Medine
Horizons has received MUR1.7m of
CSR levy contributions from 11 Group
and non-group companies. Over and
above its own CSR levy contribution
(group companies), FMH benefited
from the support of external
contributors (non-group companies)
for the financial support of projects
inside but also outside Medine’s
catchment area and guidelines.
This has enabled us to support
25 NGOs, of which, 13 NGOs were
directly selected and financed
by some of the non-group companies
and 12 NGOs* received financial help
as per the FMH recommendations
and guidelines.

The Mauritian Wildlife Foundation
aims at the conservation of
endangered endemic plants and
animals of Mauritius including the
Pink Pigeons.
Mission Verte* is an active Mauritian
association for the protection of the
environment
through
awareness
sessions. The association also provides
educational workshops on recycling in
primary and secondary schools.
We Recycle collects recyclable waste
throughout Mauritius to help clean
the environment. It also advocates
and engages with Government,
Local Authorities, business, schools
and NGOs/Forces Vives to help
shape recycling activities, policy and
legislation in Mauritius. We-Recycle
has recycled approximately 2 500
kilograms of PET bottles in Black
River, avoiding almost 2 tons of CO2
emissions by not sending the plastic
bottles to landfill.

Mauritian Wildlife Foundation.
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12 NGOs* received financial help as per the FMH
recommendations and guidelines.

CSR LEVY
CONTRIBUTIONS
(CONT’D)
EDUCATION

École Familiale de l’Ouest (EFO)*
provides alternative education to 75
youngsters who are outside the local
mainstream system, providing them
with a work placement in private
companies so that they become
employable and responsible citizens.
18 students benefited from work
placement in the hotel field, mechanic
and hairdressing.
Centre
d’Amitié*
caters
for
vulnerable groups living in Camp
La Pailles, Bambous by providing
nursery and pre-primary school
services. 35 children benefitted from
pre-primary education and 22 from
nursery. All the children were also
offered a healthy daily lunch. After
the pre-primary education received
at Centre d’Amitié, the children have
self-confidence and can integrate
primary level smoothly.

Association
d’Alphabétisation
de Fatima provides alternative
education to adolescents who are
outside the formal mainstream
system, helping them become
literate and employable. The 160
students are given the opportunity
to acquire positive behaviour and
develop creative talents.

Palma State Secondary School*
is a secondary school situated at
Palma with a student population
of more than 750. The two Grade
8 extended stream classes have
benefitted from adult literacy and
life skills courses through Fondation
Medine Horizons and Uniciti.
Institut Cardinal Jean Margéot
(Les Amis de Zippy)* cares for the
social and emotional well-being of
grade 2 students, teaching them how
to cope with every day difficulties,
to identify and talk about their
feelings, and explore ways of dealing
with them. The Fondation Medine
Horizons partly supported the project
at Saint Benoit RCA at Tamarin
for 61 pupils.

Quartier de Lumière.

Quartier de Lumière (Centre
La Ruche)* works towards the integral
development of children living in
La Valette, Bambous. The project
was launched in 2010 and La Ruche
centre was built in 2012. Through
various pedagogical activities, the
beneficiaries acquire knowledge,
new competences; develop selfconfidence and their sense of
creativity as well as human values. The
69 children frequenting the centre also
participated in various extra-curricular
activities including the famous Sav Art
Fer Exhibition.
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Association Les Enfants d’un Rêve*
supports “Pitila Petzi” pre-primary
school by catering for vulnerable
children and their families. Out of
the 40 pupils of the school, 15 most
needy receive particular attention.
The pre-primary school ensure a
smooth integration in primary level
and also supports the families in their
various needs.

Caritas Ile Maurice - Centre d’Éveil,
Saint
Sauveur,
Bambous*
is an early childhood awakening
centre which welcomes daily 26
two-year old children. The centre
focuses on raising the sensory and
motor awareness of vulnerable
children for a smooth integration in
pre-primary
section.
In
April,
the Medine Volunteers also helped in
uplifting the school.

2014 - Centre d’Amitié.

Centre d’Éveil Caritas St Sauveurs.
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12 NGOs* received financial help as per the FMH
recommendations and guidelines.

CSR LEVY
CONTRIBUTIONS
(CONT’D)
EDUCATION (CONT’D)
Anges du Soleil supports and accompanies vulnerable children and families
living in Tamarin and Black River, offering various activities like education, sports,
health, etc. The NGO currently cares for 150 beneficiaries of which 38 benefited
from academic support, 68 from free sports facilities.

POVERTY ALLEVIATION
AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Garderie Maternelle L’Étoile provides pre-primary school services to 120
children residing in Black River.
Willfly offers after school activities to children living in Black River, aiming at
reducing poverty. The 130 beneficiaries are also provided with school materials.

Caritas SEED Visitation, Vacoas*
offers counselling and emergency
assistance to people living in extreme
poverty. Members of the NGO also
frequently visit the families to identify
their needs and guide them.
SAFIRE Bambous, ensures the social
integration and rehabilitation of
street children.
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Étoile du Berger* operates two
children shelters for those who have
been abandoned or taken away from
their families.
Lovebridge is an NGO that plays an
active role in poverty alleviation in
Mauritius helping targeted families to
reinforce their autonomy and building
bridges among citizens from different
walks of life. Lovebridge is present in
the nine districts across the island and
provides support to approximately
300 families.
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12 NGOs* received financial help as per the FMH
recommendations and guidelines.

CSR LEVY
CONTRIBUTIONS
(CONT’D)
SPORTS AND LEISURE

HEALTH
Haemophilia Association Mauritius
offers medical assistance to 95
patients suffering from haemophilia.
Through the online registry and
different awareness sessions, the
identification and follow-up of new
patients suffering from bleeding
disorders are made easier.

Bambous Martial Art & Sports*
welcomes and trains individuals from
the region, helping them improve
their martial arts technique. For now
50 people benefit from the training
sessions that help them acquire
various abilities of which team spirit
and determination.
To Check Legend wordings

Rugby Union Mauritius promotes
rugby and its values by contributing
to the Southern Cyclones Team in
Bel Ombre.

Bambous Martial Art & Sports
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Chrysalide provides a shelter and
rehabilitation services to women
suffering from substance abuse
or are in distress. 100 women and
25 children have benefited from
the Chrysalide services during the
year. The residents learn gardening,
cooking and administrative work,
among other things.

Association de Parents d’Enfants
Inadaptés de l’Ile Maurice (APEIM)
provides
medical
assistance
to children suffering from intellectual
deficiencies, as well as support
to their parents and the members
of their family. The 350 beneficiaries
acquire various aptitudes (arts,
sports, agriculture, human values,
language
and
communication)
for
their
self-development,
self-confidence and autonomy.
Rêve et Espoir* contributes towards
the social integration of 30 mentally
handicapped people so that they
become gradually autonomous.
PILS* is an association founded
in 1996 for the prevention of HIV/
Aids. Its goal is to provide a support
structure for people living with HIV
in Mauritius. There are currently 591
direct beneficiaries.
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12 NGOs* received financial help as per the FMH
recommendations and guidelines.

FUTURE
ENDEAVOURS
With the CSR levy framework
further reducing the total amount
of funds directly operated by FMH,
the Group will continue to support
social projects while focusing on the
most impactful.
Additionally, Medine will continue
to promote a culture of dialogue
and collaboration with all concerned
parties (authorities & stakeholders,
including the community), to help
implement and better coordinate
actions
for
the
sustainable
development of its catchment area.
Internal and external committees will
lead, support and implement social
initiatives in the Medine catchment
area. The Group will also continue
to promote a volunteering culture,
whereby employees are invited to
participate in hands-on activities that
benefit vulnerable communities and
contribute towards the preservation
and uplifting of the environment,
through the sharing of expertise,
knowledge, skills, talents and time.

The in-kind donations already being
favoured will continue to benefit
the most vulnerable of the region.
More activities and new projects
are also in the pipeline as well as a
more sustainable approach in doing
business. During the upcoming year,
the Fondation Medine Horizons will
lead two major projects, namely the
launch of an online collaborative
platform on which citizens, NGOs,
private companies etc. will be able
to Act, Give and Fund to support
social initiatives in the West region.
The foundation will also play an
active role in the implementation of a
housing committee with other major
stakeholders of the region to work
on a housing project for the benefit
of the most vulnerable families
of the area.
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T (+230) 452 4910
M fondation@medine.com
www.medine.com

